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President's Report:
The Widening Gyre
ACCUTE's greatest challenges as a national
association during the next two years will
in many respects mirror the challengesand the perils-Canada faces, as a
fragmenting federalism seeks to contain the
regional forces that contest its terms of
e""istence, and as national identities,
literatures and state-funded institutions are
reshaped by the transnational forces of a
global economy and electronic technologies. With threats to the teaching and
study ofliterature, to the Humanities, and
to publicly funded pa,tseoondaryeducation
on numerous fronts, there has never been a
greater need for a strong, unified national
organization coordinating its actions with
other national learned societies, with
national and provincial cultural
organizations, and with federal bodies. At
the same time, ACCUTE must
accommodate the needs and perspectives of
members positioned very differently with
respect to the institutions and regions they
teach in, the disciplinary affiliations they
represent, and the employment conditions
they endure or enjoy-not to speak of the
marked and sometimes heated differences
in specialization and critical approach that
have traditionally characterized a
comprehensive association such as ours.
ACCUTE's new constitutional "aim"
drafted by Pete&· .l'luksi and passed at the
BrockAnnual General Meeting reflects the
transformations that have occurred in our
association since its founding in 1957. The
original "aim" ofACCUTE-"To foster the
study of the English language, and literature

in English, in Canadian universities"-no
longer seemed to suffice in 1996. The benign
aim offostering has been replaced by the
following new constitutional mandate:
Topromote the interests of those teaching
and studying English language and
literatures in Canadian colleges and ·
universities by facilitating the
dissemination and exchange of research
and the exploration of professional issues,
by organizing scholarly and professional
meetings, by seeking to improve working
conditions, by representing the interests
of members before provincial and federal
decision-making and funding bodies, and
bysupportingthe interests and aspirations
of members entering the profession.
[emphasis added]
David McNeil and I both strongly
endorsed this revision in the constitution,
together with other members at the Brock
AGM, given that it codified existing
practice. But we also breathed a secret sigh
of relief when a wise amendment from the
floor deleted an additional clause charging
ACCUTE with the responsibility of
"mediating disputes between members and
institutions."
Even without the potentially
contentious task of mediating disputes,
ACCUTE's agenda will be full in the two
years it operates from Dalhousie. Here is
our preliminary "stock-taking" of
immediate threats to our members that
ACCUTE will need to address,
transformations that it will need to
negotiate, and opportunities it will need to
seize by the forelock, hindlock, or whatever
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comes to hand. We were happy to see that
several of the areas of concern we identify
below are reflected in some of the Calls for
Papers for member-organized sessions.
More than one of these proposes to map
the infiltration of corporate/management/
marketplace discourse and practices into the
educational sphere, for example, while
others address the production of Canadian
literature, and the implications of new
technologies for the writing, reading and
teaching ofliterature.
Please let members of the executive hear
your views on any of the subjects listed
below or on others we have overlooked (see
pp.8-9 for a list of the full executive with
addresses and e-mail). Or better still,
consider submitting an article to the
newsletter. We also plan to carry out a
membership survey this fall that will offer
another means for communicating your
views about ACCUTE.
1. The Crisis in Canadian Literary
Publishing
Many of you will have followed the
coverage in theGlobe andMailofthe demise
of Coach House Press. One of my first
actions as ACCUTE president was to write
a letter to Sheila Copps, Minister of
Heritage, concerning the effects of the cuts
in federal and provincial government
support to Canadian literary presses. As
Karl Siegler, president of Talonbooks,
pointed out in his "Open Letter" to
ACCUTE members in September, 1995, no
other sector in Canadian education, culture,
health care or industry has experienced a
cut in government support as sudden or as
severe as Canadian publishers. Federal

commitments to publishers were cut by
62% in 1995-%; further cuts by the Ontario
provincial government compounded the
difficulties for presses located in that
province. The result? According to Jack
Stoddart, president of the Association of
Canadian Publishers in a Canadian Press
article of July 26th, at least "nine" other
Canadian presses aside from Coach House
are now "in real jeopardy." Those that do
survive may do so only at the expense of
cutting new Canadian titles that cannot be
expected to sell to a large domestic or
international market.
These cuts affect more than the many
members ofACCUTE·who regularly teach
Canadian and postcolonial texts, and the
even larger number who may be specialists
in other periods but who like to teach some
Canadian material in their undergraduate
classes. They will also seriously restrict the
opportunities for Canadian academics to
publish books on Canadian subjects orwith
Canadian presses. What is at stake, to use
Siegler's words again, is what has been
"laboriously built over the last thirty years
-a real country, a real culture, a real
postcolonial identity, a real literature."
ACCUTE is currently investigating the
possibility of organizing a lobby
publicizing the consequences of these cuts.
We have asked the new joint Humanities
and Social Sciences Federation (HSSFC) if
they might assist in coordinating such a
lobby. The executive welcomes any
comments or information members can
provide on this pressing concern, and on
tactics for addressing it. We also urge
members to write individual letters to Sheila
Copps, Minister of Heritage, House of
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Commons, Ot~awa, ON, KlA OA6, or to
send us material electronically for posting
on the ACCUTE website (where you will
find the text of the letter I have already sent,
plus an earlier letter sent by past president
Frank Davey).
One final word. If you wonder, can
· Canada afford to support the literary
presses e.s sential to the intellectual and
cultural life of our country?, Siegler points
out in a forthcoming article in Blood and
Aphorisms, that "in February of 1995,"
when Lloyd Axworthy "was cutting
support to Canadian pubiishers by about
$20 million," he was also "putting that same
$20 million .on the table 'to save the
Winnipeg Jets,' a commercial hockey
franchise in his neck of the woods." Let's
hope our literary culture doesn't take the
same path as those ':Jets".
2. Departme 1..ral Downsizing and
Changes in Fedl.ral/Provincial Funding
Structures
Reports at the CACE meetings held at
Brock indicated that early retirement
programs combined with non-replacement
have cut deep swathes in the number of
faculty in Canadian university and college
Departments of English. Several
Departments have experienced reductions
similar to the one John Baxter reported on
at Dalhousie, which has seen its faculty
decline by approximately a third over the
last decade, despite rising student
enrolments i,:i those years. What is
particularly disturbing is that in some of
these instances at least, Humanities
Faculties, and within these English
Departments, seem to be taking bigger hits

than departments in other faculties.
The impact of these cuts (and the ones
that may yet be coming, given pending
changes in federal transfer payments) on
workload, curriculum and pedagogical
practices is an area that the ACCUTE
executive would like to monitor closely,
in consultation with CACE and our
Committee for Professional Concerns. We
would welcome suggestions for an
executive-organized panel at the St.John's
Learneds on this issue. Information
compiled by former Chair of CACE, Paul
Gaudet of the University of Western
Ontario, indicates that, contrary to the
underestimates in an Ontario government
document, faculty in English departments
work 50-60 hours a week on average. Given
such workloads and the cuts in faculty
numbers, not to mention demands for
higher research productivity created by
increasing reliance on external grants, a
natural response for many may be to
hunker down and focus on strategies for
survival: teaching larger classes, cutting
available class offerings, reducing writing
components in classes, and fighting for
research time. But hunkering down in
isolation may not be an effective survival
strategy in the long run. Faculty across the
country need to act now and coordinate
efforts to publicize the effects of Englishdepartment downsizing on the quality of
our programs.
3. Anti-Humanities Agendas: Applied
Skills Training vs. "Employability Skills"
As Frank Davey's "President's
Column" and Rob Holton's article on the
B.C. "Skills vs. Education" debate in the
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June newsletter indicated, the rhetoric
coming from the B.C. ministry responsible
for "Skills, Training and Labour" (recently
changed to "Education, Skills and
Training") reflects a country-wide shift in
emphasis from liberal education to training
students in applied skills. We are seeing the
effects of this emphasis at every level, from
the discouragement high school and
postsecondary guidance counsellors often
give to students who are thinking of
majoring in English to cuts in university
budget envelopes for Hu.manities faculties.
Those who are looking for arguments
and statistics opposing these anti-humanities
agendas will find a very helpful source in a
report published by Robert Allen this
spring in UBC Reports (May 2, 1996),
entitled "The Economic Benefits of PostSecondaryTraining and Education in B.C.:
March, 1996." Using Statistics Canada
swveys that measure labour market success,
Allen strongly criticizes a B.C. government
document called Training/or What?that
"takes it almost as a matter of faith that
technical trainees get jobs at high wages that
use the skills taught in their programs, while
Arts graduates, for example, face high
unemployment and find only low wage
jobs that do not use their university
training." His research uncovers an opposite
pattern in which "unemployment rates are
higher for graduates of technical and
vocational programs than for almost all
university programs." He finds that
Statistics Canada swveys also "confirm that
Arts programs are more effective in teaching
generally broader 'employability' skills like
writing and speaking'' than other programs,
and that students enter such programs for '

many other reasons than employment that
offers a high monetary return.
There are signs thata counter-discourse
to governmental and business "training"
rhetoric is beginning to develop in the
public sphere-suggested, for example, by
Stan Persky's prominent Globe and Mail
review (August 10) of Peter Emberly'sZero
Tolerance: Hot Button Politics in Ca,nadian
Universities. Persky praises Emberly's
emphasis on "the scholarly culture" and "its
two predominating animating principles-reading in the tradition of books and
renewal by conversation." As one of
Canada's largest Humanities associations,
ACCUTE has a particular obligation to
contribute to a counter-discourse contesting
the reduction of universities to training
centres for tractable workers. With the help
of members across the country, and
cooperation with other .:~edsocieties and
the HSSFC, we hope to develop an
electronic archive at the ACCUTE website
promoting the values and the usefulness of
what used to be called, in the more benign
times of our initial ACCUTE constitution,
a "liberal education." Please send to us
copies of any material you currently use
for this purpose in your own department
or university (for example, brochures
promoting the study of English,
information on the careers of former
graduates, or statements by prominent
people attesting to the value of degrees 1.n
English or the Arts) .

4. Electronic Technologies: "Silicon
Curtains" vs. Silicon Vistas
Increasingly, the universities in which
we study and teach are promoting the
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advantages of electronic technologies. A
flyer advertising "The Acadia Advantage,"
for example, bill~ Acadia University as the
"first electronic campus in Canada" (with
its three corporate "Partners in Excellence":
IBM, Marriott, and MT&T). At the same
time, popularizing texts such as Dale
Spender's Nattering on the Net: Women,
Power and Cyberspace blithely predict the
obsolescence of traditional teaching
methods (and the faculty who use them) in
a brave newworld of"infotainment." Those
who are already making intensive use of
these technologies in their own research and
teaching will need no persuasion concerning
their advantaf~~' and the new means of
researching, vi. :riting, publishing and
teaching they offer. As David McNeil's
article elsewhere in this newsletter indicates,
our association has also embraced the
opportunities going "on-line" offers. The
well-attended joint sessions COCH/CO SH
organized with ACCUTE at the Brock
Learneds further.attest to the interest of our
members in these technologies.
Nevertheless, a growing number of
cultural critics from a range of disciplinaiy
backgrounds see much cause for concern
in the agendas and the impact of these
technologies. (See PeterCumming's article
elsewhere in this newsletter for more on
this point) ..Heather Menzies, the author of
several books on technology and labour
(most recently, Whose Brave New World?)
has coined the phrase "Silicone Curtain"
after "iron curtain" to convey the inequities
· exacerbated by global corporate
applications of electronic technologies.
"The electronic classroom threatens to set
our curriculum reform back 30 years," one

member said to me, worried that certain
Canadian and minority texts will not be
available in electronic form. Others have
expressed concern over the hefty increase
in tuition funding the "Acadia Advantage"
($1,200 a year), and deplored its effects on
access to university education. They have
also questioned the ethical implications of
delivering an entire population of student
clients and the faculty who teach them over
to corporate interests. We hope that sessions
at the 1997 Leameds will provide a forum
for a multi-faceted debate on new electronic
technologies and the Humanities.
5. University Restructuring and The
"Market" for Ph.D.s
.An article published in the Chicago
Tribune on May 20th ("Struggling Ph.D.s
learning about supply, demand'') describes
a list of "Bottom 10" careers in which
''college professor" ranked eight-better ·
only than real estate agent and bartender.
Employment conditions and employment
prospects for Ph.D.s in our discipline
remain among the most pressing problems
ACCUTE has before it. In "·Lessons from
the Job Wars: Late Capitalism Arrives on
Campus" (Social Text 44 [Fall/Winter
1995 ]), Cary Nelson issues a "call for action"
to professional associations such as ours,
recommending that they establish
commissions to investigate abusive job
search practices and exploitative working
conditions, and that they allot more space
on the agendas of annual conferences to
"examining the state of the profession, the
crisis in,the job market, and the future of
higher education" in the Humanities. The
growing importance of "Professional
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Concerns" panels on the ACCUTE annual
conference program reflects the movement
our association has already made in this
direction. But more action is clearly
required. (On this point, see the call for
"structural changes". in Jason Potts's
graduate rep's column).
The executive urges ACCUTE
members to consider carefully the kind of
actions you wish our association to
undertake, and the degree to which you
agree with the kinds of action called for by
Nelson, among others. ACCUTE's "parttime hiring policies," passed at a 1987
Annual General Meeting and reaffirmed at
a 1990 AGM, no l~mger adequately address
the chronic underemployment many of the
most promising younger members of our
profession face. (The guidelines concern
only full-time sessional appointments, and
they · recommend that all term
appointments be a minimum of twelve
months, when eight months is increasingly
the norm, in the decreasing number ofcases
where full-time sessional appointments are
still made.) Elsewhere in the newsletter (see
"Wally's World"), we include a set of
practical recommendations for improving
the working conditions of limited contract
faculty.
One avenue we hope to explore at the
St. John's conference is investigating means
of assisting graduates of our discipline to
improve their "employability'' prospects
for non-academic careers. Some of our
members who are currently teaching in
colleges have the expertise that is required
for this purpose. College-university
linkages involving college instructors in
university graduate programs might have ·

mutual benefits for both graduate students
and the instructors concerned. Initiatives
along these lines might also mesh well with
the new pilot project developed by the
HSSFC, which will match graduaces of
humanities programs with business and
government employers (I'll provide more
information on this project as I am able to
obtain it.) If you are interested in
participating in or helping to organize a
session on developing employability skills
for graduate students and on alternative
career paths to the academy, please let us
know.

6. The New HSSFC and the "Allied
Associations" Initiative
Frank Davey has reported in detail on
the new joint Humanities and Social
Sciences Federation of Canada and the
"Allied Associations" initiative in the June
newsletter. We are optimistic that the new
HSSFC will provide an effective means for
us to address some of the concerns outlined
above. Concerning the "Allied
Associations" initiative, we have
commenced discussion of the format of a
shared program with COCH/COSH (the
Consortium for Computing in the
Humanities), CCLA (the Canadian
Comparative Literature Association),
ACTR (the Association for Canadian
Theatre Research) ;i.nd CACLALS (the
Canadian Association f -ir Commonwealth
Literature and Language Studies). As Frank
indicated, we are also hoping that some
other associations may wish to participate
in this initiative. The increased cooperation
means that acronyms are flying thick and
fast around the ACCUTE office these days,
,,

I

.
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and it is taking us some time to get our
minds and tongue> around them----especially
the unpronounceable HSSFC (which we
have taken to calling "Huffsy," with a
heavily aspirated H). I'll report on two
other areas of continuing concern, the Aid
to Scholarly Publications program and
ensuring continued SSHRC support of
English Studies in Canada. in a subsequent
newsletter.
ACCUTE's Executive Assistants and The
Dalhousie Transition
ACCUTE is fortunate in having Gisele
Baxter as its new Executive Assistant. She
is a seasoned ACCUTE member and
c~nference presenter, active in all of the
areas of our profession. Her experience in
teaching in a variety of Canadian
universities, her academic expertise and her
computing know-how will serve the
executive well. Gisele, David and I are all
appreciative of the ways in which Frank
Davey, Peter Auksi and Dorothy Hadfield,
have facilitated the transition from Western
to Dalhousie and responded to our frequent
questions. (After four years as Executive
Assistant, Dorothy has become an
invaluable archive of information on arcane
matters relating to the ACCUTE
administration!) I would also like to thank
Gral1am Taylor, Dean of Arts and Social
Sciences at Dalhousie, and John Baxter,
Chair of the English Department for
providing class- relief and office space to the
ACCUTE executive over the next two
years. Thanks as well to Margery Fee, Paul
Gaudet, and Barbara Godard for sending
copies of articles s;ited in this report.

ACCUTE Executive Addresses 1996-97
President:
Marjorie Stone
Dept. of English, Dalhousie University,
Halifax, NS B3H 3J5
e-mail: mistone@is.dal.ca
tel: (902) 494-3331/ax: 494-2176
Past President:
Frank Davey
Dept. of English, University of Western
Ontario, London, ON N6A 3K7
e-mail· fdavey@julian.uwo.ca
tel: (519) 661-3403/ax: 673-5857
Secretary-T~urer:
David McNeil
Dept. of English, Dalhousie University,
Halifax, NS B3H 3J5 ·
e-mail: dmcneil@is.dal.ca
tel: (902) 494-3508/ax: 494-2176

Members-at-large:
Heather Murray
Trinity College, University of Toronto,
Toronto, ON M5S 1H8
e-mail: heather.murray@utoronto.ca
tel: (416) 978-8299/ax: 978-4949
Kenneth Hoeppner
Dept. of English, Mount Royal College,
Calgary, AB T3E 6K6
e-mail: khoeppner@mtroyal.ab.ca
tel: (403) 240-6453/ax: 240-6526
Anthony B. Dawson
Dept. of English, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, BC V6T 121
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e-mail- dawson@unixg.ubc.ca
tel: (604) 822-4075/ax: 822-6906
Graduate Student Member:
Jason Potts
Dept. of English, York University,
North York, ON M3J 1P3
e-mail: pottsj@yorku.ca
Ex-officio Members:
Douglas Wurtele (Editor,EnglishStudies
in Canada)
Dept. of English, Carleton University,
Ottawa, ON KlS 586
tel: (613) 520-2600x2317jax: 520-3544
Robert K. Martin (President, Canadian
Association of Chairs of English)
Dept. d' etudes Anglaises, Universite de
Montreal, C.P. 6128 Succ. A, Montreal,
QC H3C 3J7
e-mail· martin@ere.umontreal.ca
tel: (514) 343-7926/ax: 343-6443
Wally's World: How to Improve
Working Conditions for LimitedContract Faculty

Judy /Juda,r (Dalhousie Universi,ty; St.
Mary's University)

Gisele Baxter (Dalhousie Universi,ty)
Wally, a character in Scott Adams's
Dilbert, the comic strip often found in the
business section of the newspaper, recently
commented: "This week I kicked off the
'Wally Compensation Equilibrium
Project.' My goal is to lower the quality of
my work until it is consistent with my
· salary." Woe to the English department

whose "part-time" faculty follow Wally's
lead! The term "part-time faculty'' is often
an anachronism, from a past when newly
qualified, partly-qualified, or semi-retired
people chose to teach a course for
experience or a little extra money. The
reality of the 1990s is that as universities
retain a diminishing number of full-time
positions, English departments are relying ·
on an increasing number of fully-qualified
and experienced professionals to tea.('..'1 one
or two courses at salaries far below any
reasonable level. What has resulted is a
growing group of "academic migrant
workers" who regularly teach the
equivalent offour or five full classes a yearan overload by any department's
standards-often making little more than
$15-20,000 a year and travelling between
two or three universities, sometimes in
different cities, to make enough to survive.
While established faculty might argue that
they had to work their way up from the
bottom, the current employment climate
for limited-contract faculty is not one likely
to improve soon. More and more wellqualified academics face a future ofunstable
employment, at salaries substantially below
those of their tenured colleagues.
These recommendations began with a
discussion and strategizing meeting of
limited-contract faculty working atHalifax
universities. The recommendations were
subsequentlyinoorporated in a presentation
by Marjorie Stone at a joint session of
ACCUTE and CACE at the Brock
Leameds, and then reworked again by the
Halifax group. Special acknowledgement
must be given to the . input of Karen
Grandy, who started th!! discussion that led
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to the formation of the Halifax group.
ACCUTE 4opes to play a role in
improving the conditions for limitedcontract fuculty, a group which makes up a
large portion of its membership. Through
the help of members, we hope to assemble
a database on working conditions for ·
limited-contract faculty, together with
suggestions for improving them. Ifwe, and
the institutions in which we teach, do not
recognize our responsibility to limitedcontract faculty, we may discover one day
that Wally's World has taken over our
departments; if we let that happen, we will
deserve the results.

pages would give them professional
acknowledgement.
3. Support staff need to be able to identify
limited-contract faculty by name (rather
than as "TBA") as soon as possible, to avoid
communicating to students the impression
that they are being taught by marginal
beings. This impression is compounded if
students cannot directly contact their
professors, either because there is no office
telephone or because limited-contract
faculty may only be on campus one or two
days a week. Secretarial staff can provide a
necessary liaison by promptly forwarding
messages to home numbers.

Recommendations:

PrqfessionalTitles andRecognilion:
1. What's in a name? To call people who in
many cases have the same credentials as fulltime faculty"part-timers" is tantamount to
making their work invisible. A CACE
survey on sessional faculty organized by
Paul Gaudet indicates that terminology
diJfP.rs within university cultures and union
agreements, so that it is difficult to make
general recommendations about titles and
designations. However, departments should
a more professional approach and naine
for faculty who teach large classes (often at
ridiculously short notice) than is implied
by "casual-help" treatment. In these
recommendations, the term "limitedcontract faculty" is used for consistency.

use

2. Wherever possible, designating limitedcontract faculty with Ph.D.s as "adjunct
assistant professors" and including them at
least in departmental faculty lists and home

4. Being recognized as a valuable and
welcome member of a department can
sometimes improve the morale of an
underpaid one. A computer-generated list
of everyone teaching in the department,
with a brief description of teaching and
research interests, is informative and
encourages interaction between limited
contract and full-time faculty. So would
invitation to participate in organized social
gatherings and colloquia in the department.
Access to Space, l!quipment andE-mail:
5. Office facilities in departments must
provide both privacy and security for
limited-contract faculty; professors risk loss
of credibility if they must meet with
students in rooms shared by other
professors who are preparing classes or
meeting with students. All faculty should
have ready acc~ss to a telephone while
working in their offices. (As well,
universities with a policy of storing exams
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for a period of time should provide space
for materials once limited-contract faculty
lose use of their offices.)
6. Given that many limited-contract faculty
teach regularly in the same department, a
sense ofacademic homelessness can be easily
averted by providing year-round e-mail and
mailing address access. In fact, this is often
necessary given professional responsibilities
that continue after a course is over, such as
setting supplementary examinations and
writing letters of reference.
7. Computers and printers should be
available for the preparation of course
materials, so that all professors can provide
comparable teaching environments fur their
students.
Orientation:

8. An orientation package should be
provided to new limited-contract faculty.
The Halifax discussion group suggested fur
this package a number of items, which are
presented in condensed form here:
department policy in areas indicated in our
other recommendations; university policies
and academic regulations; specific
requirements fur the class being taught and
expectations of the instructor; sample
syllabi, book lists and assignments;
information on how to prepare a teaching
dossier; department resources (such as
videos); information on the role and rights
of limited-contract faculty in department
meetings and on ·department committees;
lists of contact names and numbers for the
bookstore, computing services, library,
registrar's office and instructional
development office.

Ac:ademk1'ffeliatwn:
9. At the CACE panel, Heather Murray of
the University of Tdt oti to pointed to the
benefits ofestablishing "Research Institutes"
within universities, to which adjunct faculty
and visiting scholars would belong. For
example, the Centre for Reformation and
Renaissance Studies at Toronto's Victoria
College permits members to share
knowledge and research with other scholars
and students, and provides working space,
access to library facilities and to a mailing
list for symposia, use of letterhead, and
opportunities to give papers. Such institutes
would also provide an address, a telephone .
link, electronic mail access, even to people
between appointments. As well, the home
institution would receive recognition
through the presentation of papers and
publication of articles produced at these
institutes.
Prqfessional,Development:
10. The preceding point suggests a rationale
for allowing limited-contract faculty access
to research funding and travel grants on the
same competitive basis that they are
available to full-time faculty.
11. As well, wherever possible, limitedcontract faculty should have access free of
charge to professional and instructional
development workshops offered by
employing institutions (for example in
electronic technology) and tuition waivers
should be available so that limited-contract
faculty can take university courses that
allow them to meet the demands of the new
educational environment. If the university
of the future cannot employ many of those
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Ph.D.s it trained to fill traditional positions,
it might consider its responsibility towards
updating their training.

Teaching opportunities:
.12. Limited-contract faculty are often
principally assigned first-year courses, often
in composition or business writing. Such
faculty who have Ph.D.s and are engaged
in research should have opportunities to
teach upper-level courses in their fields.

B. Some departments give priority to fulltime faculty to teach overload or summerschool courses, when these courses might
very well provide limited-contract faculty
with the chance to teach in their fields and
increase their earnings. Compensation,
possibly through a pro-rated formula,
should also be given to limited-contract
faculty who devote time to ·preparing
courses which are cancelled due to low
enrolment.
JobPetformanceEvaluation:
14. The CACE meeting at the Brock
Leameds revealed that English departments
vary across the country as to teaching
evaluation procedures. Sometimes,
evaluations are used for tenure and
promotion only. Departments should
ensure that limited-contract faculty are also
formally assessed through means that can
contribute to a teaching dossier: for
example, coma. le.ted student evaluation
forms, peer revi<...ws, letters written by the
Chair, and summaries of statistical results
of evaluations.

Benef/ls:
15. Departments should be aware ofthe new

regulations governing qualification for
Employment Insurance benefits, which
depend on hours rather than weeks worked
and apply to part-time as well as full-time
workers. Letters offering employment .
should define a number of hours per week
which takes into consideration not only
lecturing and required office periods, but
preparation and grading time as well.
Especially where limited-contract faculty
are not unionized, the possibility of
providing medical and dental benefits
should also be explored.

Biographical Note: Judy Dudar and Gisele
Baxter both received their Ph.D.s from
Dalhousie University, and have both
worked as limited-contract faculty at a
number of universities.

Look for Brenda Austin-Smith's eloquent
presentation of the experience oflimitedcontract work in December'sNewsletter.

ACCUTE Goes Online
David McNeil
Secretary-Treasurer, ACCUTE

Ifyou happen to be wistfully reading the
Gutenberg Elegies, then here's one more
reason to cry. ACCUTE is going online.
Actually, we plan to do so to save money,
especially in printing/postage for the
Newsletter. We have plans to make the
Newsletter available online to paid-up
members; so if read it or download it
electronically, then you will be helping
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ACCUTE save money-money that we
soon won't have because of SSHRC
cutbacks.
A HomePage has been established
(http://is.dal.ca/-accute/index.html), and
a number of things at the WWW-site will
be opened to visitors: some general
information for the public (so how do we
want THEM to perceive US?) but mostly
"hooks" to get members. Eventually, a
number of ACC UTE documents available
via password access to the membership (e.g.,
the Newsletter, Constitution, Reports,
Directory, links to English studies
resources, to the Leameds). We'll start·
small, ensure that everything can be
browsed with low-end stations (e.g., Lynx)
but aim for the more sophisticated. Ifyou
have any suggestions, or better still would
like to put together pages yourself, please
contact Gisele at accute@is.dal.ca.
An ACCUTE discussion group has
been proposed and may be useful if it
doesn't evolve into a display of the
mundane or petty as many flaming groups
do. We are seriously considering the
elimination of the fall executive meeting in
favor of a possible I(nteractive) R(elay)
C(hat) or conference call. Perhaps other
real-time IRC sessions could be set up so
that more members can exchange views on
specific topics more often.
However, as we move toward our
version of Virtual Reality, it is our firm
belief that ACCUTE members will be
cognizant of the implications of this
technology shift, especially the pedagogical
and socio-economic aspects. (Was Marshall
McLuhan a member of ACCUTE?) See the
Call for Papers for a proposed joint

ACCUTE-COCH/COSH session on
pedagogy. We're not playing games here,
and as much as we want to save resources
this computer did cost ACCUTE some
money.The great beneficiaries of the cyber
revolution so far have been Microsoft's Bill
Gates and other computer executives. Some
people would argue that university faculty
stand to be Big Loser-2, ii academe decides
that all classes go online. Online to whata Kafkaesque nightmare of cyber loops?
Press here to return to ...
''Virtual English": Multimedia
Presentation in Literature Teaching

PeterCumming(UniversityofWestem
Ontarin)

Note: This article arose from a presentation
in the ACCUTE Executive-organb;ed
session, ''The (Post)Modem Classroom" at
the 1996 Learneds.
In business, the military, and some
university classrooms, computer-generated
graphics, sound effects, and lecture slides
are rearing their pretty heads. As ·
technology's power soars and its prices
plummet, and as universities rush headlong
to emulate the private sector in the Kleinand-Harris 1990s, both large lecture halls
and small seminar rooms (if any rerr.ain)
may soon see not only traditional "chalk
& talk" instruction, but also big screen
multimedia presentations complete with
animation, morphing, high fidelity sound,
video clips, hypertext links, and CD-ROM
and Internet surfing. Eager university
administrators sharp enough to include
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Moses Znaimer on external review
committees for English Departments will
no doubt soon be boosting student
enrolments with cutting-edge "Much
English."
For Luddites, the good news is thatdecpite the millennial predictions of
futurologists-higher education has not yet
changed much in its use of technology. In
l969, Peter Drucker wrote: "The first
teacher ever, that priest in preliterate
Mesopotamia who sat down outside the
temple with the kids and began to draw
figures with a twig in the sand, would be
pedectly at home in most classrooms in the
world today. Of course, there is a
blackboard, but otherwise there has been
little change in tools and none in respect of
methods" (qtd. in Spotts and Bowman). In
a 1993 survey, Thomas H. Spotts and Mary
Ann Bowman found that : 1) most
university _faculty do not know,
understand, or use new educational
technologies; 2) .u niversity educators use
such technologies less than elementary and
secondary school teachers; and 3) arts
professors use new technologies less than
professors in engineering, applied sciences,
and business. \'?l.lle most professors use
word processini software, for example,
relatively fewyet use presentation software.
However, change seems imminenteven in the moribund humanities. The
Chronicle of Higher Education recently
reported that 24% ofcollege and university
courses are now taught in computerequipped classrooms compared with 16%
a year earlier (qtd. in Guelph Alumnus).
Jennifer Lennon and Hermann Maurer
confidently assert, "Five years ago,

[blackboards, whiteboards, flip charts, and
overhead transparencies] were still the main
technologies relied upon. But five years
from now all four will have been
superseded." Indeed, enormous pressuresmany motivated economically and
politically rather than pedagogically-are
now being brought to bear on university
educators to enter the twenty-first century
on the coattails of Microsoft PowerPoint
and cheaper RAM prices. "Computer
Revolution Jolts Higher Education,"
announces The University of Western
Ontario's Western News. "Can Computers ·
Teach?" asks the University of Guelph
Alumnus; "No. But they can . . . make
teachers more effective," is the
unproblematized reply. In "Silicon
Annapolis Valley" (University Affairs, May
1996), Acadia University's policy that "no
student will be allowed to attend without a
laptop computer" is only slightly undercut
by Vancouver futurist Frank Ogden's
contention that the entire North American
public educational system, including
universities, will collapse because of its
failure to evolve as fast as technology.
Apocalyptic predictions abound,
shaming instructors into abandoning "bad"
old methods and indiscriminately adopting
"good" new ones. Spotts and Bowman not
only claim that "the demands of the
marketplace and the demands of the
students" will make traditional technologies
"no longer ... acceptable for instruction,"
but they even identify the new academic
stars: "institutions need to identify,
recognize as role models, and reward" those
"innovative faculty who are making
extensive use of instructional technology."
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As Andrew Yeaman observes, "Whereas
people once believed in magic, they now
believe in computers .. .. [W]hereas the
quality of education was once rated on the
ratio of teachers to students, it is now rated
on the ratio ofcomputers to students."
Between such evangelical celebration of
a New World Order and Luddite resistance
to admittedly seductive technologies,
important questions need to be raised about
the impact these technologies might have
in English classrooms. And, as Arthur
Kroker suggests, we Canadians may be
particularly well-situated to ask these
questions: caught between America and
Europe, future and past, technology and
culture, "The Canadian mind may be one
of the main sites in modern times for
working-out the meaning of technological
experience." If, as Lyotard suggests,
postmodemism is "incredulity toward
metanarratives.," what incredulity do we
teachers of English bring to the
metanarratives of multimedia educational
technologies (and to the neither benign nor
necessarily effective older technologies of
blackboards, lecturing, and overhead
··. transparencies)? With Marshall McLuhan,
we need to ask about the "laws" of these
new media-what do they make possible;
what do they push aside; what do they
retrieve; and what do they reverse? (There
are, I would argue, some advantages to using
a blackboard, just as there are some
advantages to using computer-generated
slides.) In English classrooms, how might
these technologies change not only how but
what we teach? Is "educational technology,"
as Andrew R. J. Yeaman, J. Randall
Koetting, and Randall G: Nichols argue, an

oxymoron? What models of teaching and
learning are assumed by these technologies?
Might these easy to use, impressive looking
tools turn out to be, in Thoreau's terms,
only an "improved means to an
unimproved end"?
The very seductiveness of multimedia
presentations may effectively mystify the
metaphors of teaching and learning upon
which they are founded. Presentation
software, for example, is based on business
models of information transmission rather
than on interactive models oflearning; on
monologue rather than dialogue; on
machine logic rather than human intuition;
on fact rather than insight; on teachercen tred rather than democratically
organized classrooms. What may be
appropriate in other disciplines, may not
necessarily be appropriate in English; in the
physical sciences, for <example, it makes
perfect sense to me..:.. a11d frogs aod fetal
pigs-that dissection "is now done with a
digital mouse instead of a scalpel" ("Can
Computers Teach?"), but will textual
dissection necessarily benefit from
electronic representation? Gendered and
ethnocentric biases of presentation software
clearly need to be analyzed. I am hardly
reassured by Arthur Kroker's optimistic "In
the world of the silicon chip, there are no
centers and no margins. Everyone is
peripheralized now by the syst~mic logic
of technological society." That everyone is
"peripheralized" offers little consolation.
To paraphrase Mark Twain, some people
are more peripheralized than others: what
are all those economically advantaged white
males doing with their joysticks, anyway?
To what ends are these supposedly new
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and improved means leading us? As Neil
Postman argues, computer technology is in
danger of functioning more as a mode of
transportation than one ofcommunication:
"It moves information-lots of it, fast, and
mostly in a calculating mode. The
computer, in fact, makes possible the
fulfilment of Descartes' cJream of the
mathematization of the world." In our
eagerness for what P. K. Jamison has called
"the electronic playpen," are we not in
danger of confusing information with
knowledge, constructing students as
receptors rather than thinkers, and treating
people as mac1'ines? Yeaman suggests,
"Information ttchnology is often mistaken
. for educational technology." Robert
Muffoletto suggests, "Educational
technology has turned the subject into the
object." Thomas S. Popkewitz and David
S. Shutkin suggest that "metaphoric
language used to explain relations between
computation and cognition is reversed: 'the
computer is like the human subject'
becomes 'the human subject is like the
computer."'
While multimedia technologies may
well have a place in presenting information
efficiently in English classrooms (defining
vocabulary, demonstrating textual analysis,
outlining a lecture, introducing or
summarizing a concept, presenting
background on authors, cultures, and texts
in timelines, graphs, slides, and charts),
simply delivering more information more
quickly should surely not be our sole goal
as teachers of English. Why am I not
reassured when Western News boasts that
the multimedia "classroom" in which one
psychology professor instructs a class of

1200 undergraduates boasts "an audio
system equal to those found in concert
halls" and a video projector "developed by
the U.S. military"? Why do I find it
unsettling to hear postsecondaty education
reduced to a "transfer of information
between professors and students," aided,
naturally, by computers? Why do warning
bells go off in my head when I am told that
students "overwhelmingly enjoy" this
"superclass," that "large class siz.e hasn't hurt
student performance," and-in classic
doublespeak-that "A large class doesn't
necessarily equal a cheap class because it
costs money to produce the class properly,
but [this] class saves theuniversity$100,000
a year"? With Foucault, I want to ask:
"What are the modes of existence of this
discourse?Where does it come from; how
is it circulated; who controls it?"
Contrary to the evangelical fervour of
some proponents, multimedia technology
needs to justify its existence pedagogicallyunless we are going to reduce ourselves to
mere technophiles who, in Postman's
words, "g.u.e on technology as a lover does
on his beloved, seeing it as without blemish
and entertaining no apprehension for the
future." For, as Muffoletto and Nancy
Nelson Knupfer argue, "Even with the best
of intentions, media technology has
historically served more of a controlling
. . . function in education than any
transformational force. No long-term
supporting empirical or qualitative evidence
shows that technology has made schools
and teachers more effective or significantly
positively affected the lives of their
students."
Even the argument that students of the
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MTV generation want and need these
technologies in the classroom may not bear
close scrutiny. Granted, one study-which
well demonstrates the tension between
simulacrum and original in the postmodern
classroom-found that most students in a
class spent most of their time looking at a
televised image of a lecturer even though
the lecturer was simultaneously presenting
the lecture live in the same room. And
another study had elementary school
students preferring computer-assisted to
teacher-directed instruction because the
computers "gave them more personal
attention." But students of a colleague of
mine also got together to petition their
lecturer to stop using his computergenerated lecture presentations. Why? It
didn't suit his lecture style; it ruined the
"intimacy" of the class (significantly, a two
hundred-seat lecture hall); it tied him down
to a machine; and the students didn't want
to "end up watching some professor on

technology comes from its proponents, be
deeply skeptical of all claims; 2) Assume all
technology 'guilty until proven innocent';
3) Eschew the idea that technology is neutral
or 'value free"' (qtd. in Yeaman, Koetting,
and Nichols). That is to say, we need to ask
not only how we can use new educational
technologies; we need to be constantly
aware of how those technologies use us. In
perhaps typically Canadian fashion, I seek
through this process of interrogation some
kind of balance between worshipping and
resisting these technologies. The trick-as
always-is to put students, teachers, and
learning processes aheaq of efficient,
inexpensive, machine-like information
transfer. There is, after all, more than a grain
of truth in D. A. Norman's tail-waggingthe-dog suggestion that "Technology has
decided that machines have certain needs
and that humans are required to fulfil
them."

TV."

Although it may not be apparent from
my argument, I am far more a technophile
than a Luddite. In another forum, I would
be only too happy to demonstrate what I
think are potentially powerful uses for
multimedia technologies in English
teaching; suggest how the linearity,
scriptedness, and teacher-centredness of
multimedia presentations can be resisted;
and interrogate the sanctity of "chalk and ·
talk." However, I am also convinced that
we uncritically embrace these-or anytechnologies at our .peril and to our
students' detriment.]. Mander's 1991 advice
is more than ever relevant now: "1) Since
most of what we are told about new
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Bio-Bibliographical Note:
Peter Cumming has taught at every level
from pre-school through university, with
special pedagogical interests in computers
and writing, desktop publishing,
telecommunications, and multimedia
instructional technologies. As well as being
a children's author and playwright, Peter
is a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of
English at The University of Western
Ontario.

Graduate Representative's Column

Jason Potts (York University)
It is only in beginning to write this column
that I realize exactly how difficult it will be
to maintain the notion of community that
existed at the graduate student's meeting
held at the Leameds. As I started organizing
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my thoughts for the upcoming year, I began
to recognize the enormous differentiation
between expectations and motivations,
interests and associations that graduate
students hold. Where does common ground
exist at a national level and how can the
graduate representative serve such a diffuse
and diverse constituency?
I take for my starting point Peter
Babiak's "Getting With the Programme"
(Newsletter Dec 1995) which asks for
AC CUTE to play a role in "adjust[ ing] the
scope ofgraduate studies in English". Given
the undoubtedly larger number ofstudents
than in previous years who attended both
the graduate meeting and the AGM, it is
clear that many students still view the
association as a forum for presenting their
work and networking with potential
employers; they do not, as Peter suggests is
possible, view ACCUTE as a "society or a
"social movement". I see the graduate
representative's role as one of finding ways
to bring its membership together as part of
a Canadian community.
Although I am not in agreement with
Peter that ACCUTE should criticize
publicly those departments that do not
serve the career needs ofall of their students,
I do think we need to begin developing
ways of solving the problems associated
with graduate studies in English. If
projections prove accurate, over ten percent
of ACCUTE's current membership (50%
of grads) will never find permanent
employment in English studies. At the
graduate meeting real worrywas expressed
about accessibility, funding, hiring policies,
professionalization and training for
professions other than the academy. These

are not new concerns. It is time that as a
national association, we turn our attention
from simply listing the troubles and begin
looking at the types of structural changes
needed to address problems that have
become endemic.
It would be disappointing if in a year
from now a letter similar to Peter's needed
to reappear in the newsletter. Thus I take
for my modest goal to ensure that the
conversation he initiated does not come to
a premature conclusion. My intent is that
this column will serve as a space for
extended discussion of these issues; it should
not be a forum for my ramblings from a
· grassy knoll. To preempt the possibility of
this unfortunate occurrence coming into
being, I have begun soliciting for
submissions to the grad column from
members at a number of different
institutions. I encourage anyone who is
interested in writing about graduate studies
in English, or who has suggestions for the
column to contact me at the address below.
Finally, I would like to thank Jackie
Heslop for serving so ably in this position
for the last two years. Jackie is responsible
for, amongst other things, developing a
network of campusACCUTE reps and the
forthcoming listserv for graduate students,
Surf-Grad. The graduate representative is a
relatively new position within ACCUTE,
but Jackie has laid much of the groundwork
necessary to maintain continuity. I take it
is my duty to ensure that it is still there
next June.

r .
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ACCUTE 1997 Calls for Papers
Second Call for Papers:
The 1997 ACCUTE Conference will
take place from June 1-4 in St. John's,
Newfoundland, at Memorial University.
As in the past, our general Call for Papers
is open to any topic a member wishes to
address. Alternatively, you may choose to
respond to the call for a member-organized
session on a particular topic. As always,
then, the 1997 conference progran1 will be
largely determined by the research interests
and the professional and pedagogical
concerns ofACCUTE's members.
The overall theme of the 1997 Learned
Societies meetings is Literacies/
Communications: Towards the 21st Century.
In planning for plenary speakers and
executive-organized panels or joint sessions
organized with other soeieties, the executive
has kept this theme in mind and encourages
members to do so as well in preparing
papers or proposals. To promote a focus
on this general theme, we circulated a cluster
of related topics under the rubric of
"Literatures and Literacies" in our June
newsletter. We hope that these topics may
be of interest to critics, smolars and teachers
and working within a range of historical
periods, bodies of literature and
(inter)disciplinaryformations. (In keeping
with the St. John's conference setting, we
also encourage papers and proposals on
Newfoundland and Atlantic Canadian
writing.) We reprint our list of related
topics below, but emphasize that papers and
proposals need not address them. As in the
past, our chief criterion in choosing

submissions for the conference program
will be the quality of papers or proposals
as these are measured by our system of
vetting.
Regarding sessions on Professional
Concerns, a number of possible topics for
these are included in the president's report,
but we would welcome additional or
alternative suggestions or proposals from
members. We are currently investigating the
possibility of organizing at least one
Professional Concerns panel or session
jointly with other associations belonging
to the "Allied Associations" group, since
many of the most pressing concerns that
we need to address are shared ones. Another
topic we hope to organiz.e a panel on is 'The
Media's Take on the Academy/The
Academy's Take on the Media." We were
happy to receive two Calls for Papers on
pedagogical topics from members, given
our agreement with the view expressed by
two of our members that "ACCUTE needs
to offer sustained, tangible and dependable
support to pedagogical programming at the
annual conferences."

literature and literacies:
literacies: Past, Present andFuture
+ Cultural literacies, linguistic literacies;
rhetorical and grammatical literacies
+ Vernacular and popular literacies;
hybridized literacies ·
+ Regional and/or/versus national and
global literacies
+ Pedagogical and/or/versus technological literacies
+ Narrative literacies and books, films or
hypertexts; poetical literacies
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+ New Electronic Technologies and
Issues of Access, Agendas, Equity and
Representation
+ Electronic versus Print Dissemination
of Research and Scholarship

1be History ofthe Book:
+ The Future of the Book (the "Death of
Literature"?); The Past of the Book
+ Books and Humanist Traditions;
Reading Audiences
· + Books and Cultural Values; "Holy''
Books; Authoritative Books
+ Material Production of the Book;
Marketing of Books; Fetishism of the Book
+ The Impact of the Printing Press and/
or the Impact of Electronic Technologies
+ Editing Books/Editing Electronic
Texts
+ Changing and/or Collaborative Models
of Authorship

.•

Visual Literacies/Representations of the
Visual:
+ Illuminated Manuscripts: Emblem
Books; Illustration
+ Visual Poetics; Novelistic Realizations
of Character and Scene; Ekphrasis
+ Theatricalizations; Performativities ·
+ Picture Theories: Paradigms and
Metaphors of Representation
+ Cultural Studies (Film, Music, Fashion,
Advertising)
+ Virtual Realities and Interactive Multimedia
Travel Funding:
Given cutbacks in SSHRC support for the
administration of ACCUTE, members are
strongly urged to apply for travel money

from their own universities. When this is
not possible, however, ACCUTE will
cover presenters' transportation expenses
on a pro-rated basis. (In the past, ACCUTE
has been able to cover 70 to 100% of
presenters' transportation costs.) Residence
accommodations at Memorial will cost $45
per night (including breakfast) but are
limited, so book early.
Procedures for Submitting Papers or
Proposals:
If you are responding to our general call
for papers, please send three copies ofyour
paper or proposal to the ACCUTE office
at Dalhousie (c/o Department of English,
· Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS B3H
3J5); ifyou are responding to the organizer
of a proposed special session, please send
two copies of your paper or proposal
directly to the organizer (who will foiward
them to the ACCUTE office by midDecember). hi either case, please include as
well a brief abstract (not more than a
paragraph in length). Each copy of your
paper or proposal should also be
accompanied by a cover page containing
the following information: your name (in
the form I.AST, FIRS1), address, phone.
and fax numbers, and a 5-10 line biobibliographical note.
Unless otherwise indicated by the
organizer of a proposed special session,
proposals should be at least 2-3 doublespaced pages in length, and completed
papers must not be longer than 12-13 pages
double-spaced (20 minutes speaking time).
In order to permit blind reviewing by
assessors, the papers and proposals
themselves should contain no indication of
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the author's identity.
Please note that your 1997
membership of the Association must be
paid for by November 15 in order for
your submission to be considered for
presentation at the 1997 ACCUTE
Conference. And please do not doublesubmit: members who do so will be asked
to choose which ·paper or proposal they
would like to have sent to the assessors.
Vetting of Papers and Proposals
The ACCUTE office will do everything
within its power to ensure that papers or
proposals submitted in response to the
general call for papers and those submitted
to the organirers of special sessions have an
equal chance of being included in the
conference program. (The former are read
by two specialist assessors as well as by the
President ofACCUfE; the latter are passed
on by the organizer to the ACCUTE office,
where they will be read by at least two
people, including the President and if
possible a second specialist reader.)
Assessors will be asked to judge each
paper or proposal according to the
following criteria:
A General Guidelines:
1. Significance: the paper should make an
original contribution to scholarship, to
theoretical understanding, or to current
debates on matters of common interest to
ACCUTE members.

2 .Accessibility: iffocusing on a single and
little-known text, the paper should address
issues that would be of interest to members
unfamiliar with it, and indicate these in its

title. A good paper should invite the interest
of non-specialists.

3 .Presentation: the arguments of the paper
should be made coherently and with
rhetorical polish.
4 .Length: papers at the conference must be
effectively presented in 20 minutes or less.
Assessors should note that papers which
appear to have been written without
consideration of this time constraint (i.e.
papers over 3000 words in length) will need
significant re-writing. In cases in which the
significance of the paper might justify some
adjustment of the time allotment, assessors
should argue for such an adjustment.
B. Guidelines for the assessment of
proposals:
A good proposal should have a clear thesis.
It should present some indication of the
evidence that will be put foiward to support
it. It should present a clear line of argument.
In short, it should read like the abstract of
an argument, not the description of an
interesting area for investigation. As well,
it should meet the criteria in ACCUTE's
general guidelines, above, for the assessment
of papers.
When making final decisions about the
programme, the conference organizers
consider the assessors' reports, the necessity
of including a range of period, national,
theoretical and critical interests on the
programme, and the ways in which the
papers can be intelligently coupled in
sessions. Decisions will be announced in
February, and a draft version of the
program will appear in the March 1997 issue
of theACCU1E Newsletter.
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Proposals for Member-OrganizedJoint Sessions
Technologising the Humanities/Humanitising the Technologies
A Joint Session of ACCUTE and COCH/COSH at the 1997 Leameds
Continuing the focus of the several panels at last year's joint session ("Literary Criticism and
Computing Technology''), this session will examine the localions at which the Humanities and
the new technologies intersect, exploring in particular related aspects of (1) the adoption and
mediation of current electronic technologies by those working in the Humanities, and (2) the
current and past influence of those in the Humanities upon the electronic technologies. Paper
proposals are invited which-in theoretical and/or pr.ictical terms, and from a variety of
perspectives-address issues of intetpretation, educational policy, criticism, discourse, electronic
texts, scholarly resources and tools, practical application, and so forth. Proposals may be sent by
November 15 to:
Raymond G. Siemens, Dept. ofEnglish, University of British Columbia
#397 - 1873 East Mall, Vancouver, BC V6T 121
e-mail: siemens@unixg.ubc.ca
Information about this and last year's sessions is available on the World Wide Web on the
COCH/GOSH & ACCUTE]oint Session Information Page (http://www.arts.ubc.ca/english/usr/
rs/j_session.html); papers from the 1996 session will be available in forthcoming issues ofText
Technology andEarly Modern Literary Stud-Jes, (hnp://purl.oclc.org/emls/emlshome.html).

The Politics of Ovid'sMetamorphoses in the Renaissance
A Joint Session of ACCUTE and the Canadian Society for Renaissance Studies
at the 1997 Leameds
Papers should address any aspect of the shaping power of Ovid'sMetamorphoses on Renaissance
literature and cultural imagination. Topics might include: Ovid's bodies in flux and the Renaissance
construction offemale and male bodies; male Renaissance writers' appropriation ofOvid's female
figures (e.g. Procne and Philomela, Echo, Venus); feminism and Ovid; the influence of ·
Metamorphoses on the rhetoric of desire and the narratives of eroticism in the Renaissance;
Renaissance rendering, ofOvid's homoerotic myths (e.g. Narcissus, Adonis, Otpheus, Ganymede);
queer theorists' concern with the ideological power of Ovid's myths; the political Ovid and
historical transformations of early modern society; interdisciplinary examination of literature
and pictures (painting,, engraving,, emblems, tapestries) inspired byMetamorphoses; manuscript
and printed translations of Metamorphoses, and the economics of the early book market;
Metamorphoses and the politics of reading classical myths in the Renaissance.
Papers shall not exceed 20 minutes of reading time. For more information, or to submit a
two-page proposal (deadline November 15 1996), please contact:
Goran Stanivukovic, School of Arts and Letters, University College of Cape Breton
P.O. Box 5300, Sydney, NS BlP 6L2
phone: (902) 563-1301; fax: (902) 562-0119; e-mail: g,tanivu@sparc.uccb.ns.ca
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Proposals for Member-organized
Sessions, 1997 ACCUTE
Adventures in the Excellent University
If, as Bill Readings suggests in Tbe
University in Ruins (Harvard, 1996), the
university at present is becoming a postideological site and if its reorientation is
structured around such empty signifiers as
"excellent," "outcomes," "market-driven,"
"client-centred," "assessment," "accountability," "CQI," "mission," etc., signifiers
derived not so much from late capitalism
proper as from the relatively autonomous
area of management theory, how are retro
academics, trained to sniff out significance,
to address this emergent paradigm?
8-page papers or 2-page proposals are
invited for a session dealing with any and
all aspects of the university's encounters
with a jargon more mysterious, and more
powerful, than its own. Some privilege will
be given to papers and proposals addressing
practical and pragmatic aspects of the
confrontation. So too will those trea~ing
those sites in the current university (Centres
for Teaching Excellence, for instance) where
supposedly benign dialects of managementspeak have firmly entrenched themselves.
Please send two copies of your paper or
proposal, alongwith abriefabstractanda .
bio-bibliographical sketch by November
15th to: Kim Ian Michasiw, Department
of English (Arts), York University, 4700
Keele St., North York ON M3J 1P3
(Deadline-beating e-mail submissions
will be accepted at terremoto@magic.ca.
But please back these up with hard copy
given my e-mail's programmatic
destruction of format.)

Here Today, Gone Yesterday:
Literature and the Rhetoric of
Obsolescence
In the face of fiscal entropy at the "fin
de millennium", teachers and critics alike
increasingly find themselves defending the
"timeless values" ofliterary studies against
accusations of social, aesthetic and
technological obsolescence. Is literary
knowledge moribund? Papers might
address literature in relation to nostalgia,
the fashion system, social policies and
movements, SF ftlms, advertising trends,
canon formation, media literacy,
Generation X, theoretical paradigms,
technoscience, literary or academic
stardom, hypermedia, or the history of
genre. Please send two copies ofcompleted
papers or proposals, with a brief abstract
and bio-bibliographical sketch, by
November 15 to:
bgreensp@chass.utoronto.ca
Or write: Brian Greenspan, Department of
English, 7 Kings College Circle, University
of Toronto, Toronto, ON M5S lAl
The Ethics of Teaching Writing/
Literature
What values are bottom-line in our
classrooms, and by what authority? Is
tolerance really the highest ethical good?
What about when we encounter virulently
anti-social attitudes in our students'
writing-is our responsibility any more
than to guide the students into expressing
such attitudes more clearly? Might we not
be cultivating rhetorically adept
manipulators as readily as good citizens?
Does it matter? What to do with any moral
agendas of our own-how public should
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they be? Why? Are most of us still closet
humanists at heart? Does teaching literature
after all still involve teaching values? What
might this mean? Send two copies of papers
or 1-2pp proposals, with brief abstract and
brief bio-bibliographical sketch, by
November 15, to one of the organizers:
Deborah Bowen, Redeemer College,
777 Hwy 53 E., Ancaster, ON L9K 1J4
email: dcbowen@redeemer.on.ca
Or: George Piggford, Departement d'etudes
anglaises, Universite de Montreal, CP
6128 SuccursaleA, Montreal, QC, H3C
3)7; e-mail: piggforg@ere.umontreal.ca

Redundancy Blues: The Mourning of
Work in Literature and Academe
With the global trend toward
"downsizing" in government and business,
·the anxiety of employment has become a
defining feature of contemporary culture.
I seek papers that explore the phenomenon
of unemployment in any historical or
theoretical context. Interesting possibilities
might include: representations of
unemployment in literature, art, or popular
culture; joblessness as a catalyst for artistic
creation; unemployment and regional or
racial identity (with particular reference to
the job crises in.Atlantic Canada and among
First Nations peoples); Marxist analyses of
unemployment as symptom; the aesthetics
ofdesoeuvrement in French theoiy; and the
role of education (including literacy
training) in combatting joblessness. Send
two copies of your proposal or completed
paper, along with an abstract and a biobibliographical sketch, by November 15 to:
Warren Cariou, Department of
English, University of Toronto, 7

King's College Circle, Toronto, ON
M5S lAl

Pedagogy and the Public Sphere
This session seeks papers on the
situation and situatedness of college and
university teachers ofliterarystudies in the
context of ever-tightening puplic purse
strings and increasing administrative
complicity in the public/corporate rhetoric
and practices of "accountability." What is
accountable pedagogy?What is the function
of pedagogy in the literature classroom at
the present time? What are the relations
between pedagogy and legitimation,
between pedagogy and changing definitions
of universities and colleges? How can/do
teachers resist interpellation as "front line
service providers"? How can/do teachers
resist the backlash from students
interpellated as "clients" and "consumers"?
etc. Papers on both theories and practices
of pedagogies are welcome. Sendcompleted
or substantially completed papers (suitable
for 20 minute oral deliveiy) by November
151996to:
Donna Palmateer Pennee, Department
of English, University of Guelph,
Guelph, ON NlG 2Wl
Fax (519) 766-0844
e-mail: dpennee@arts.uoguelph.ca
The Sea of Stories in the English
Renaissance

The hero of Salman Rushdie'sHaroun
and the Sea ofStories discovers a maivellous
ocean "made up of a thousand thousand
thousand and one different currents, each
one a different colour, weaving in and out
of one another like a liquid tapes tty.... "
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In this Ocean of the Streams of Story each
strand represents a single tale: "all the stories
that had ever been told and many that were
still in the process of being invented could
be found here .... and because the stories
were held here in fluid form, they retained
the ability to change, to become new
versions of themselves, to join up with
other stories and so become yet other
stories; so that unlike a library of books,
the Ocean of the Streams of Story was much
more than a storeroom ofyams. It was not
dead but alive."
Borrowing Rushdie's metaphor, this
session will explore "the sea of stories" in
the English Renaissance; the way old
stories--folk tales, myths and legends-were
renewed, reshaped and transformed in a
variety ofgenres during a period of intense
cultural activity. Papers considering
narrative transformation in any genre are
invited. Please send two copies of proposals
or completed papers by November 15 to:
Karen Bamford, Department of
English, Mount Allison University,
Sackville, NB EOA 3CO

Genres of literature and the Discourse
of Science: From the Renaissance to the
Enlightenment
Papers are invited that consider how the
early modern discourse of science was put
into words. To what extent was science
shaped by available literary genres? To what
extent did it generate new genres? And how
were established genres reshaped by the
discourse of the New Philosophy? Some
examples of the kinds of texts that could be
considered are Edmund Spenser's
Mutabilitie Cantos (pub. 1609), Bishop

Francis Godwin's1beMan in the Moon (ca.
1627), Margaret, Duchess of Newcastle's
PoemsandFandes (1653), Tobias Swinden's
Enquiry into the Nature and Place ofHell
(1724), andGeorgeCheyne's1beEnglish
Malady (1733). Please send two copies of
your paper or proposal along with a brief
abstract and a bio-bibliographical sketch by
November 15 to:
Dawn Morgan, Department ofEnglish,
McGill University, 853 Sherbrooke St.
W., Montreal, QC H3A 2T6
Or by e-mail: bkog@musicb.mcgill.ca

The Discourse ofVictorian Science and
Public Culture
I invite papers or proposals that address
any aspect of the interaction between
Victorian science and the public: science
publication, science in general readership
periodicals, science reviewing, the rise of
semi-popular science texts/rhetoric,
popular representations of science/
scientists, the efforts of scientists to
construct public image or public
constituencies, interactions between science
and public policy. Deadline: Nov.15 Please
send two copies of proposal or paper,
accompanied by a brief abstract and a brief
bio-bibliographical sketch to:
Pat Saunders-Evans, Department of
English, Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, NJ 08903
e-mail: psevans@rci.rutgers.edu
British Imperialism and the Representation of Napoleon
Papers are invited for a memberorganized session on the relationship
between discourses of British imperialism
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and the representation of Napoleon in
English literatures, both during the period
of the Napoleonic wars and throughout the
nineteenth century. Interdisciplinary papers
which consider the convergence of literary
with non-literary representations (fashion,
the popular press's exploitation of the
public's fear of "the Corsican ogre") are
especially welcome, as are papers which
address nostalgic revivals of the conquest
of "Boney" in writings after the 1870s.
Please send two copies of papers and
proposals, accompanied by a brief abstract
and a brief bio-bibliographical sketch, by
November 15 to one of the organizers:
Jo Devereux, Department of Modem
Languages, King's College, 266
Epworth Avenue, London, ON, N6A
2M3
Or: Cecily Devereux, Department of
English, University of Western
Ontario, London, ON, N6A 3K7
email: cdevereu@julian.uwo.ca
Valuing the Victorians: Literacies of
the Marketplace
Given current tastes for most things
Victorian, what does it mean for us to
market works, authors, and events from the
nineteenth century to a new and more
popular culture generally lacking in
historical understanding of nineteenthcentury England? What qualities/artifacts
are most marketable? What Victoriana
cannot be sold, and why? Proposals for
papers or presentations should be sent in
draft or outline form, by November 15, to:
Mary Rimmer (fax 506 453-5069,
e-mail: mrimmer@unb.ca)
Or: John Miller (fax 514 848-8781, e-mail:

jmiller@alcor.concordia.ca).
Rethinking Canadian Literature:
Producing, Fwiding, and Selling the
Canon
Debates surrounding the formation of
a Canadian "canon" have occupied the
spotlight for many years now but little
attention has been paid to the publishing
houses, small presses, government agencies,
and bookstores that fund, produce, and sell
Canadian literature. How do these
organizations affect what we read? As
Robert Lecker's recent study of McClelland
and Stewart's line of Canadian Classics
shows, the marketing of a text can have a
fundamental impact on its reception.
Government efforts to build the Canadian
publishing industry during the 1960s and
'70s and the survival and demise of
Canadian small presses are just two areas
that have shaped what we teach in Canadian
literature courses.
Proposals (500 words) or finished
papers on any ofthe following are welcome:
-the marketing of Canadian literature at
home or abroad
-the links between government funding
and publication in Canada
-the impact of editors on what gets
published
-the role of small presses in creating a
Canadian canon
-the relationship between academia and the
publishing industry in Canada
Proposals and papers can be mailed to one
of the organizers:
Joanne Saul or Jennifer Andrews,
Department of English, University of
Toronto, 7 King's College Circle,
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Toronto, ON M5S lAl
e-mail: jandrews@chass.utoronto.ca or
jsaul@chass.utoronto.ca
Canadian War Writing
Although Canadians have rarely
experienced invasion, occupation, or
lx>mbing at home, we have not been spared
the ravages of war. Many Canadians have
fought and died on foreign fronts; those on
the homefront, in spite of their great
distances from the fields of battle, have not
been unaffected. Both anglophone and
francophone women and men have
recorded their responses to war in a variety
of literary forms-poetry, drama, fiction,
autobiography, memoir, diaries, letters,
journalism-but writing alx>ut:war remains
one of the least examined areas of Canadian
literature.
This session will attempt to overcome
that critical neglect by inviting submissions
from a broad range of genres and subjects,
such as the relationship between war and
literature; literature and its role in shaping
our perception of war; the role of gender
as an organizing principle in the war system;
peace issues; war and sexual politics; the role
of propaganda and censorship in wartime;
conscription; racism; the role of religion in
wartime; the use of nature to interpret war;
the masculinity of military technology; the
conjunction of women, war, and madness;
gender implications of wartime discourses;
the use of military language and political
rhetoric; the relation of the family to
martial values; female complicity in
warmaking; patriotism versus motherhood;
the role of war in fostering changes in
female/male relationships; new readings of

classic war narratives in light of feminist
literary criticism and feminist war theory;
the significance of the War Measures Act.
Please submit two copies of your
completed paper (12-13 pp. double-spaced,
20 minutes speaking time) or proposal (2-3
pp. double-spaced) to:
Donna Coates, English Department,
University of Calgary, 2500 University
Dr. NW, Calgary, AB T2N 1N4
Tel. (403) 220-4662; Fax: 289-1123
e-mail: dcoates@acs.ucalgary.ca
Each copy of the paper or proposal should
be accompanied by a cover page containing
the following information: your name
(LAST, First), address, phone and fax
numbers, and a 5-10 line bio-bibliographical
note.
Representations ofWomen in Michael
Ondaatje's Poetry and Fiction
"Somewhere in those fields/ they are
shaping new kinds of women," writes
Michael Ondaatje in "Early Morning,
Kingston to Ganonoque." Does Ondaatje
himself create new kinds of women in his
writing? Responses to this question might
take into account a number of concerns:
how women are constructed through
language; narrative voice; how
representations in the poetry compare with
those in the fiction; the role of myth; the
erotic; the symlx>lic. Please send two copies
of proposals or completed papers by
November 15 to:
Susan Elmslie, Department ofEnglish,
McGill University, 853 Sherbrooke
St. W., Montreal, QC H3A 2T6
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Beauty/Power: Negotiating the
Aesthetic and the Political in Literary
Studies
Papers are sought which (1) develop
theoretical models combining interests in
the aesthetic and political elements of
literary discourse; (2) attempt to resuscitate
the aesthetic as a category in itself without
losing sight of the operations of power; (3)
suggest classroom strategies for keeping
both the beauty and the political functions
of literature in view; ( 4) trace the history
of the shift from beauty-models to powermodels ofliterary criticism; (5) analyze the
aesthetics of present-day political criticism.
Send two copies ofyour paper or proposal,
accompanied by a brief abstract and a brief
bio-bibliographical sketch, by November
15, to:
Paul Yachnin, Department of English,
University of British Columbia,
397-1873 East Mall, Vancouver, BC
V6T 121
Contemporary Scottish Fiction: From
Thatcher to Ecstasy
The disenfranchisement of Scotland
under Tory governments has provoked
fictional responses of such power and
diversity that it is timely to assess these texts
comparatively. While these texts suggest an
analogy with the works of the Scottish
Literary Renaissance of the 1920s, they also
demand to be read in .the context of
contemporary discourses such as feminism,
postcolonialism and others. We call for
papers on Scottish fiction writersincluding Alasdair Gray, Agnes Owens,
James Kelman, Jeff Torrington, Liz
Lochead and llvine Welsh-which consider

their fiction either as continuous with
Scottish literary tradition or as·radically
contemporary. We encourage participants
to examine texts both thematically and in
terms of their formal strategies. Send two
copies of your paper or proposal
(maximum 300 words), a brief abstract and
a brief bio-bibliographical sketch by
November 15 to one of the organizers:
Christian Lloyd or Paul Milton,
Department of English, Queen's
University, Kingston, ON K7L 3N6
. Or by e-mail: miltonpc@qucdn.queensu.ca

Women's Lives/fexts & Archival
Literacy
Archival collections present special
challenges for researchers ofwomen's lives
and works. While all archival scholars
weigh factors of evidence and interpretation, researchers concerned with
women are particularly aware of the
contested issues of female subjectivity,
women's history, and feminist interpretation . Proposals dealing with the
development of an archival "literacy" which
takes up issues of finding/interpreting/
constructing female subjects and their texts
from archival materials in any period or
location are sought. Possible topics include,
but are not limited to, examinations of a)
the contribution of a variety of written
records (diaries, letters, grocery lists,
account-books, etc.) and non-literary
materials (clothing, photographs, etc.) to
the construction of the female subject; b)
the availability of and access to archival
resources on women/the problems
associated with locating records ofwomen's
lives; and c) the role that the composition
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of the archive ( and its gaps) plays in the
construction/interpretation of a woman's
life and her texts.
Two copies of the proposal and biobibliographical note (emphasizing archival ·
research) must be received, along with a
covering letter, by both organizers by
November 15, 1996. Send proposals to:
Helen M. Buss, Department ofEnglish,
University of Calgary, Calgary, AB
T2N 1N4
and: Kathryn Harvey, Department of
English, 3-5 Humanities Centre,
University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB
T6G235

or historical approaches welcome. Please
send two copies of paper or proposal, with
brief abstract and brief bio-bibliographical
sketch, by November 15, to:
David Evans, Department of English,
Rutgers University, New Brunswick,
NJ 08903; tel. (908)937-6728
e-mail: devans@eden.rutgers.edu

Conferences/Calls for Papers

America

QueerNation?(March 14-16, 1997)
The Robarts Centre for Canadian
Studies is holding an interdisciplinary
conference on possible intersections
between gay and lesbian and Canadian
identities. The "interdisciplinary'' should be
considered as widely as possible as it is
hoped that submissions will range from
highly empirical studies of history or
demography to complex theoretical
considerations of sexuality. The one
primary consideration is that each paper
must have Canada and Canadians as an
intrinsic rather than tangential element.
Submissions may be in the form of one to
two page abstracts or completed twelve page
papers. The deadline for submissions is
November 1, 1996. Submissions received
after this date may not be considered. Please
address all correspondence to:
Terry Goldie, Robarts Chair, Robarts
Centre for Canadian Studies, York
University, North York, ON M3J 1P3
or e-mail: tgoldie@yorku.ca

Papers or proposals dealing with
American literature on environmental or
ecological themes, ecocriticism,
representations of nature in American texts
or other related topics. Literary, cultural,

Literary Regionalism
Submissions are invited for a volume
of essays on literary regionalism. The aim
of the collection is to provide a fresh

The Campus Novel
Considerations of the relations among
discourses of knowledge, institutions of
higher learning, and the conventions of a
lively, often subversive and self-reflexive,
sub-genre. Comparative approaches to
British, Canadian, or Amerjcan novels
particularly welcome. Send two copies of
papers or detailed proposals, accompanied
by a brief abstract and a brief biobibliographical note, by November 15, to:
Sheila Rabillard, Department of
English, University of Victoria,
Victoria, BC V8W 3Wl
Inquiries: phone (604)721-6204; fax:7216498; e-mail rabillar@uvaix.uvic.ca
Nature Writing/Writing Nature in
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perspective on regionalism within a range
of contemporary theoretical and literary
concerns. Submissions addressing questions
of regionalism and canonicity, postmodernism, First Nations writing, multiculturalism, post-nationalism, gender, and
institutions, are especially welcome.
Comparative essays and essays with a
relatively broad theoretical range, rather
than focused studies of individual texts, are
preferred.
Papers should be 18-20 pages in length
and follow MIA format. Please sent a hard
copy as well as a diskette (3.5") version
(preferably on recent versions of
WordPerfect or ~icrosoft Word), by
December 15, 1996, to:
Christian Riegel and/or Herb Wylie,
Department ofEnglish, 3-5 Humanities
Centre, University of Alberta, ·
Edmonton, AB T6G 2E5.
Or e-ma.il: criegel@gpu.srv.ualberta.ca and/
or hwylie@gpu.src.ualberta.ca

read poetry.
Canadian Literature also invites
submissions for a special issue on aspects
of censorship in Canadian literature. Topics
to be covered may include broader political,
ideological, and historical contexts, as well
as the impact ofcensorship on the reception
of individual texts, authors, groups of
authors. For both special issues,
contributions may be scholarly, critical,
personal, or polemical, and may range in
length from a page or two to about 25 pages
(including notes and references). The
deadline for submissions for both issues is
the end of May, 1997.
Please send your paper in triplicate,
accompanied by a self-addressed return
envelope, either with Canadian stamps or
accompanied by International Postal Reply
Coupons, to:
Canadian literature, 167-1855 West
Mall, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC V6T 122

Special lssue:Canadianliterature
Canadian Literature invites contributions to a forthcoming special issue on
the state of the art in Canadian poetry and
poetics. Potential topics include poetry and
the other media, poetry and paradigms of
reality, poetry and politics, poetry and the
state (especially funding), poetic regionalism/nationalism/internationalism, translation (the practice of, the impact ot),
influences/presences from ·elsewhere/
abroad, contemporaries and/in the canon,
the role of institutions (schools, small
presses, little magazines, creative writing
programmes), the poetry marketplace,
innovations and outsiders, why I write/

Women and Texts: Languages,
Technologies and Communities
The conference Women and Texts
takes Canadian texts as its focus at the same
time as inviting comparative work-artistic,
critical and scholarly-with texts from
societies all around the world. Proposals are
invited for papers, installations, readings,
exhibitions, performances, addressing the
following issues: Women and Texts and
Languages (representation, translation,
poetics, aesthetics); Technologies(mediaand
communications, dissemination, local/
national!mternational finance, cyberspace);
Communities (legitimacy, citizenship,
communal support, situated knowledges,
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migrant identities, building coalitions across
differences of race and/or class, encouraging
alliances among lesbian, bisexual and/or
heterosexual women)
Deadline for proposals is 31 December
1996; deadline for papers is 1 May 1997.
The conference will take place in Leeds,
West Yorkshire, England, in the first week
of July 1997. Full details of a variety of
accommodation will be available in
September 1996. Please send proposals for
papers to any of the conference organizers: .
• Dr. Lynette Hunter, School of
English, University of Leeds, Leeds,
LS2 9JT, West Yorkshire, England
• Dr. Susan Rudy, Department of
English, University of Calgary,
Calgary, AB T2N 1N4
• Dr. Marta Dvorak, Universite de
Rennes 2, UFR d'Anglais, Rennes 2,
France

Talking on the Page: Editing
Aboriginal Oral Texts
What happens when the stories, beliefs,
or histories of North American Native
people, many of them traditionally
communicated in oral form, are transferred
to paper or other media? Why do tellers,
teachers, editors, filmmakers, and
translators undertake this work? What do
the words mean for different audiences?
How can they be most effectively and
responsibly presented and interpreted? The
32nd annual Conference on Editorial
Problems will be held at the University of
Toronto, 15-16 November 1996.
Speakers will include:
• Kimberley Blaeser: English (Wisconsin)
• Maria Campbell: Author ofStories ofthe
RoadAllowancePeople,Haljbreed, etc.

•J. Edward Chamberlin: English (foronto)
•Julie Cruikshank: Anthropology (UBC)
• Nora Marks Dauenhauer and Richard
Dauenhauer: Sealaska Heritage
Foundation
• BasilJohnston: Author of1beManitous,
1be Bear-Walker, etc.
• Victor Masayesva Jr.: Filmmaker, IS
Productions
For registration and other information,
contact the organizers by e-mail at:
editprob@chass.utoronto.ca ·
Or by phone:
(416) 978-1763 (Keren Rice: linguistics,
University of Toronto)
(613) 545-2153 (Laura Murray: English,
Queen's University)

Deadline for next issue of the
ACCUTE Newsletter
ACCUTE welcomes submissions from members for inclusion in the next newsletter.
Please send items (on WordPerfect-compatible disk if possible) to:
ACCUTE Newsletter
Department of English
Dalhousie University
Halifax, NS B3H 3J5 .
fax: (902) 494-2176
e-mail: accute@is.dal.ca
Copy must reach the ACCUTE office by
November 15, 1996 to be included in the
December issue.
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Enthusiasm High for St.John's
Dorothy Hadfield's plug for the New
Found Lande in the lastNewsletter seems
to have had its intended effect, judging from
the enthusiasm for the 1997 conference in
St. John's. 1997 is the 500th anniversary of
John Cabot's discovery of this "newfound
Lande" so accommodations will be very
tight. Please take the time to fill in the
attached form and send it to the Memorial
Secretariat or you will not receive a
conference registration iriformationpackage.
Ifyou're going to St.John's, be sure to make
your plans as soon as possible. You can find
the Learned Societies website at http://
www.mun.ca//earneds/, and one for
tourism information at
http://
www.nfld.com/nfld/tourism/stjohns/
stjohns.html; both sites are linked to the
ACCUTE page. Just to repeat some of
Dorothy's facts:
Historical: Newfoundland is Canada's
youngest province, with its oldest recorded
historical tradition . Wander around
Britain's first colony, North America's
oldest settlement, and Water Street, the
oldest street on the continent; visit
centuries-old settlement sites.
Geographical: Walk along the edge of the
continent. Be the first to greet the dawn in
North America: Cape Spear, the continent's
most easterly point, is only a 15-minute
drive from St. John's. Hike from Petty
Harbour up the coast to St. John's. Drive
across the island to Gros Mome, a World
Heritage Site and National Park with
spectacular scenery.

D
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Environmental: Observe the largest
Atlantic Puffin colony in North American,
the most spectacular gannet nesting areas
on the continent, and Newfoundland
ponies.
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Noreen Golfman ( our ACC UTE
representative at Memorial) is due in
Halifax later this month to serve as judge
· for a film festival, and we'll get together to
make some preliminary plans for special
· events. Ideas being considered include an
evening of readings by Newfoundland and
other Canadian authors in a local pub
(followed by a moonlit hike up Signal
Hill-just fooling!) . We don't know how
much the "tall tale" is part of
Newfoundland's folklore, but ACCUTE
was told that we could make arrangements
to helicopter out to a passing iceberg for
our now famous wine & cheese, from
which point we should be able to see all
kinds of whales, if not Viking ships! Then
back to port and another local pub. Get
the picture?

Jamming in St. John's? One ACCUTE
memberwhoisa/soamusidansuggests that
she would be happy toget together with other
ACCUTE musicians to petform at some of
our events. If you are interested in this
possibility, please let us know and we'll
develop a list ofwillingpe,fonners and their
tnshuments tofacilitate networking.

Important Membership .Reminder:
If your address label shows (96) after your
name, your membership will expire at the
end of this year and any proposals or papers
submitted for the 1997 ACCUTE conference
will not be eligible for consideration.
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1997 Membership Form
D

D

NewMember
Renewal

Member's Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Academic Affiliation Information

Professional Designation:
Professor
Assoc. Professor
Asst. Professor
Sessional Lecturer
Instructor
_ Retired Faculty
Grad. Student/TA
Other:

Address (use home address only if you are without academic
affiliation}:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Postal Code: _ _ _ _ __
Phone (wk}: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone (hm}:
Fax:- - - - - - - E-mail: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Languages spoken (besides English}: - - - - - - -

I enclose: (Please make cheque payable to ACCUTE and mail to David McNeil, SecretaryTreasurer, ACCUTE, Department of English, Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS 83H 3J5}
_ The regular membership fee of $75
_ The reduced fee of $40 (studenUunemployed/underemployed/retired}
_ The household membership fee of $125 (2 memberships, one subscription to ESC)
Second householder's name:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Second householder's professional designation: - - - - - - - - - - - _ The three-year membership fee (1997-99) of $195

ACCUTE Membership Directory Information
Please complete the information on research interests found overleaf, for use in the 1997
ACCUTE Directory. The Directory is used mainly by colleagues seeking scholars to review
books, prepare scholarly papers on special topics, and to evaluate manuscripts, grant applications, conference papers, and graduate student theses. In order to help colleagues locate
specialists more easily, the 1997 Directory will again list scholars categorically by primary
area of research interest first. In addition, members may specify other categories in which
they would feel comfortable performing professional tasks; these will be included in a secondary listing formc;tt.
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Primary Listing (List only one area of specialization)
List specialization by Period/Nationality/Genre first; include other areas (Theoretical Methodology, Culture/Gender Studies; Authors/Works, etc.) if necessary.
Example: Modern British Drama; Feminist Theory; G.B. Shaw
If you are applying for a household membership, please differentiate clearly between research
interests for each member.

Additional areas
Periods/Nationalities/Genres: - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - -

Culture/Gender Studies:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Criticism/Theory/Methodology: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Language/Linguistics: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Pedagogy: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Authors/Works: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Other:--------------~--------------

